PROFILES

THE PLAYER QUEEN
Why Judi Dench rules theage
st and screen.
BY JOHN LAHR

n the opening sequence of “Iris,” an
extraordinary film about the late novelist Iris Murdoch’s descent into the
limbo of Alzheimer’s,Murdoch and her
loyal man-child of a husband, the Oxford don John Bayley, are shown swimming like two plump sea lions through
the murk of the Thames.They’re happy
in their underwater playground, which
distorts light and form and contains the
sediment of ages. They float freely but
are always in contact, dodging among
the rocks and weeds in joyful,directionless exploration. Water was Iris Murdoch’s primal habitat; by no accident, it is
also the favorite element of the woman
who plays her here, Judi Dench.“There’s
a wonderful abandonment you feel in
water,” Dench says. “It’s very liberating. It’s like the unconscious. You’re just
floating around there and trusting that
you’re going to come up to the surface.”
This is not the only point of intersection between the two women: the adventure of the unknown, the salvation of
the imagination, the promotion of happiness, and a lifelong inquiry into goodness are all themes in the elusive lives of
both Murdoch and Dench. Sir Richard
Eyre,the director and co-author of “Iris,”
says that while writing the screenplay
he tried to instill his sense of Dench into
the character of Iris. “There was never a
question of how do you bring Iris and
Judi Dench together,” he says. “Essentially,the character is Judi Dench-strokeIris Murdoch.”
Dench, who has played both Queen
Victoria and Queen Elizabeth I on film
and was made a Dame Commander of
the Order of the British Empire in
1988, is beloved by the English public
for her quintessential Britishness. “I
think that in a lot of people’s eyes she is
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the equivalent of the Queen—she inspires such phenomenal affection,” says
the director John Madden,who launched
Dench’s late-blooming film career in
1997 with “Mrs.Brown.”(Significantly,
last month the seventy-seven British
families that lost relatives in the Twin
Towers catastrophe chose Dench to read
at the memorial service at Westminster
Abbey.) But she and Murdoch share an
Anglo-Irish heritage, and each, in her
own way, is a paradoxical amalgam of
propriety and wildness.
With a leafy home in Surrey, a silver
Rover, a taste for simple if expensive
clothes, a commitment to charities (she
is a patron of a hundred and eightythree of them), and her obbligato of
drollery—what Billy Connolly, who
starred opposite her in “Mrs. Brown,”
calls “that light, posh, self-effacing
humor”—Dench, who is sixty-seven,
cuts a deceptively sedate, suburban figure. At work, however, she trolls her
turbulent Celtic interior, a vast tragicomic landscape that ranges between despair and indomitability. “There’s a sort
of crimson place deep within her—
a fiery dark-red place that stokes all
the things she does,” Connolly says.
“You don’t get to see it. But you occasionally get glimpses of how tiresome
she finds the doily-and-serviette crowd.
You know, those English twittering fucking women—they think she’s one of
them, and she isn’t.” This complexity is
what Dench brings to her acting, which
is nowhere more inspired than in her
depiction of Murdoch. Her performance
parses every nuance in the writer’s trajectory of decline—from embarrassment
to bewilderment,from terror to loss,from
nonentity to a final connection with an
enduring life force, where, in the shuffle
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Dench in her garden in Surrey. She describesrhe
selfas “an enormous console with
hundreds ofbuttons,ech
a ofwhich I must press atxeactly the right time
.”
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of dementia, Murdoch somehow finds
a dance.
Dench is not much of a reader, but
she has read most of Murdoch’s novels,
and before filming she went so far as to
sit outside Bayley’s house while he was
away to absorb the shambolic atmosphere of the place. (She found his car in
the driveway, unlocked and with a window open.) “I didn’t want to miss that
snapshot in my mind,” she says. But her
uncanny portrait emerged out of her
own process, a combination of technical
rigor and imaginative free fall, in which,
according to Eyre, “she doesn’t put anything of herself between her and the
character.” He explains,“I was really staggered at the way she transformed herself.
Toward the end of the film, when Iris’s
mind has gone, and you look at Judi’s
face and see that implacability, the sense
of peace and the absence in her eyes,
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that is alchemy. She didn’t go to old people’s homes. She didn’t sit and study. It’s
intuitive.She’s quick.I mean,reallyquick.”
xcept for time out to have a child
and to nurse her husband of thirty
years, the actor Michael Williams, who
died last January of lung cancer, Dench
has been performing almost constantly for
four and a half decades. She appeared in
the first season of the Royal Shakespeare
Company, in 1961, and in the eighties
was a founding member of Kenneth Branagh’s Renaissance Theatre Company,
for which she has also directed plays.
Under the auspices of the Old Vic, the
R.S.C., and the Royal National Theatre,
she has turned in some of the greatest
classical performances in recent memory. Her Juliet in Franco Zeffirelli’s 1960
stage production of “Romeo and Juliet”;
her Titania in “A Midsummer Night’s
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Dream,” directed by Sir Peter Hall in
1962; her Viola in “Twelfth Night” in
1969;her Lady Macbeth in Trevor Nunn’s
magnificent 1976 production; her Cleopatra in Hall’s 1987 “Antony and Cleopatra”—all are exemplars of contemporary Shakespearean performance. Her
work in the modern repertoire—as Anya
in “The Cherry Orchard,” as Juno Boyle
in “Juno and the Paycock,”as Lady Bracknell in “The Importance of Being Earnest,” and as Christine Foskett in Rodney
Ackland’s rediscovered fifties classic “Absolute Hell”—has also had a huge impact
on English theatregoers. And Dench has
inspired allegiance as well through her
television career, which includes thirtyfour films and two popular long-running
comedy series, “A Fine Romance” and
“As Time Goes By.”
“See you on the ice, darling,” she has
been known to call out from her dressing
room to an actor headed toward the stage.
For Dench,“the crack”—the Irish term for
fun—is riding the exhilarating uncertainty
of the moment.To that end,she is famous
(some would say notorious) for not having
read many of the parts she accepts.Instead,
she has someone else paraphrase the script
for her.(Williams usually had this duty before he died; now it has fallen to Dench’s
agent, Tor Belfrage.) “Michael said, ‘Just
read that one line,’”Dench recalls of “Pack
of Lies,” Hugh Whitemore’s successful
spy story, in which she and Williams
starred.“It was just one line. I read it, and
I knew then that it would be all right.”
“It often seems absurd to me that a
woman as intelligent as Judi could roll up
at the beginning of the rehearsal not
having read the play, ”s ays Branagh,who
directed Dench in his films of “Hamlet”
and “Henry V” and has,in turn, been directed by her onstage in “Much Ado About
Nothing” and “Look Back in Anger.”Although this method allows Dench to arrive at rehearsals with, as Branagh puts it,
“the right kind of blank page to start
writing on,”from a professional point of
view it is also sensationally reckless. “I
don’t know what it is in me, this kind of
perversity,”Dench told me when I visited
her at home last July. “I don’t understand
it myself. I think some people think it’s
an affectation.It’s thrilling, though,isn’t
it? You don’t know what’s coming.”
The habit of not reading scripts has,
over the years, landed Dench in a few
sticky theatrical situations, such as Peter

Shaffer’s turgid “The Gift of the Gorgon,”
in 1992. And at first she wasn’t keen to
take on her current West End outing, in a
revival of “The Royal Family,” the slim
1927 Edna Ferber and George S. Kaufman satire of the theatrical Barrymores,
but her mind was made up for her when
she received a call from the director,Peter
Hall. “It’s entirely a roll of the dice, but it
has to do with friends, with people I love
and admire,” she explained several weeks
before rehearsals of “The Royal Family”
began.“So if Peter rings me up and says,
‘You ought to do this play,’ I say, ‘Sure.’ I
swear before God I have not read the play.”
Dench’s risk-taking onstage is in inverse proportion to her vulnerability off
it. “When I go into a rehearsal room,my
coat and bag have to be nearest the door,”
she said in a recent television interview.
ied.”
Performing, for Dench, is an antidote to “The way I see it,there will be plenty of time for abstinence after I’m marr
chronic insecurity; it gives her, she says,
what the Cockneys call “bottle”: “It’s
•
•
courage. You know,like jumping into icecold water. If it’s to be done—do it. Go!”
Recently when Trevor Nunn offered her of a character is, she says,completely in- pressure-cooker syndrome.If I once open
a role at the National,she replied,“I want stinctive: “The subconscious is what that little key—pffft!—the stuff goes.”
to come back to the National, but not in works on the part .I t’s like coming back
that part.Would you ask me to do some- to a crossword at the end of the day and
n nature, as in art, the secret of conserthing more frightening?”
filling in seventeen answers straight off.”
vation is not to disturb the wild things.
Dench’s derring-do also seems necesIn one scene of “Iris,” the senile Mur- Dench’s brooding talent has its correlative
sary to keep her nearly perpetual routine doch goes walkabout in the rain on a mo- in her five-acre Surrey domain, Wasp
of rehearsal and performance a fresh and torway and slips and falls down an em- Green, and in the low-slung, woodvigorous challenge. “Her desire is to re- bankment into the underbrush.This is the beamed 1680 yeoman’s house where she
create each time, to reëxperience, and not first and only scene in the film in which lives with her twenty-nine-year-old
simply reproduce,”Branagh says. To that Dench’s Murdoch,whose eyes are always daughter, the actress Finty Williams,her
end, she refuses analysis.Without precon- turned inward, really sees and acknowl- four-year-old grandson,Sammy,nine cats,
ceivednotions,she tries to let the character edges Bayley. “I said to Judi, ‘You have to and several ducks.The front of the house
play her. “She absolutely hates to rational- find a way of doing it that reconciles a sort is bright,tidy,and picturesque in a Counrty
ize,”Eyre says.“When you’re working with of rationality with the fact that her brain Lifesort of way; the back acres,however,
her, she’ll ask a question about a scene or a is more or less gone,’ ” Eyre says. “That’s have been left alone,with only a small path
character,and when you go to talk about it, all she wanted to know.” When the dis- cut through a thicket of brambles,nettles,
at some point she’ll say,‘Yeah,O.K., I un- tressed Bayley (played by Jim Broadbent) and wild orchids. “You have to see the
derstand.’ She doesn’t want it spelled out. finally finds her, Dench is covered with back garden to understand Judi,” Franco
She has to find it herself.”A long time ago, mud and laughing to herself. Out of her Zeffirelli says.“She puts up a façade somewhen Eyre was doing a play with Dench at solitude, her eyes come to rest on Broad- times,but for herself she reserves a private
the National,where he was the artistic di- bent’s face.“I love you,”she says,and with garden. You discover there treasures that
rector for ten years,she left her script in the a startling glimmer of clarity Dench you don’t see at the front of the house.”
rehearsal room; the next day,Eyre handed manages to invoke the blessing and heartOn the day I visited her there last sumit to her.“ ‘Oh,you look terribly shocked,’” break of a lifetime of connection.
mer,Dench,in Wellington boots,stepped
he recalls her saying.“ ‘Is it because I didn’t
Dench describes herself as “an enor- lively on the overgrown path. “I’ve got
take my script home with me?’I said,‘Well, mous console with hundreds of buttons, to cut these back,” she said, swiping at
I guess so.’ She talked to me about how each of which I must press at exactly the the nettles. She pointed out new plantshe learned lines. The work that she does right time.” She adds, “If you’re lucky ings: a black poplar to commemorate a
outside rehearsal is not sitting down with enough to be asked to play many dif- row that had blown down the previous
the script. She just sort of envisions the ferent parts, you have to have reserves of year; “Sammy’s oak,” a tree planted in
scene and colors it in her mind.” Dench’s all sorts of emotions. When I was re- honor of her grandson’s birth; and the
method of bushwhacking through her hearsing a part I’d never, ever, ever dis- place she’d chosen for “Mikey’s oak,” a
unconscious to find the emotional core cuss it with Michael,because I had that sapling that was originally an opening-
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night present from Williams to the director
Anthony Page,whose production of “The
Forest” was Williams’s last acting job.
“What’s important to me is continuance—
a line stretching on,”Dench said.“I hate
things that start and finish abruptly.”
If the wild back garden is a kind of
memory theatre for Dench, the theatre itself puts her in touch with her family,
which she calls “a unit of tremendous encouragement.”“All the qualities that Judi
has as a person,and,indeed, as an actress,
come from the very close family background,” Williams said on a 1995 “South
Bank”TV biography of his wife.Dench’s
love of work,painting, swimming, jokes,
and especially acting are passions she absorbed from her father, Dr. Reginald
Dench, a physician who served as the official doctor for the Theatre Royal in York
before he died, in 1964. “I remember
going visiting with him,” Dench says.
“When we turned into a road, children
would run and hold on to the car. That’s
the kind of doctor he was.He was a wonderful raconteur. He had the most incredible sense of humor—just spectacular.” When Dench was about fifteen, on
holiday in Spain, she admired a pair of
expensive blue-and-white striped shoes.
“Well, I think you could probably have
those shoes,” she recalls her father saying.
“Let’s go to lunch. We’ll discuss it.” At
lunch,Dench—a fish lover—scanned the
buffet of prawns and lobsters. “Daddy
looked at me and said, ‘Would you like
that?’ ‘Yes, please.’ So I had four big
prawns and enjoyed every minute of it.
Daddy said,‘You’ve just eaten your shoes.’ ”
The Dench children—Judi, Jeffrey,
who is now an actor, and Peter, who became a doctor—grew up in York, in a
sprawling Victorian house, where Judi,
the youngest, had the attic room and was
allowed to draw on the walls.“She got her
own way,”Jeffrey says.“Judi was Daddy’s
Beautiful Lady.” According to her daughter, Finty, the only discrepancy between
the public Dench and the private one is
her temper.Her volatility is an inheritance
from her flamboyant, sharp-tongued
mother, Olave, who once threw a vacuum
cleaner down the stairs at a representative
who had called to inquire about it. “You
didn’t cross her, or pow!—not hitting,but
a tongue-lashing,and you stayed lashed,”
Jeffrey says. Dench’s contradictory nature—with its combination of mighty
spirit and “nonconfidence,” as she calls
62
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it—appears to have been forged as she
tried to negotiate her mother’s combustible
personality.“She loved admonishingJudi,”
Trevor Nunn says of Olave. “I mean the
kind of admonishment that comes from
absolute worship. The privilege of being
able to be the one who could put her in
her place.‘Judi,you mustn’t say that!’‘Judi,
you’re such an embarrassment!’” Dench
says, “She was outrageous.” In the late
seventies, by which time she was having
trouble with her sight, Olave had lunch
with Nunn and Dench at a sophisticated,
self-congratulatory Italian restaurant called
the Lugger.“Olave ordered tomato soup,
which came in a huge bowl,” Nunn recalls. “A waiter arrived with a little sachet
of cream, with which he spelled out the
name of the restaurant on the soup and
then left.‘Judi,’ Olave said,‘a man has just
come and written “bugger” in me soup!’”
Dench’s parents took a keen interest
in amateur dramatics and, when Dench
became an actress, their support verged
on the overprotective. They saw their
daughter in “Romeo and Juliet” more
than seventy times; once, Reginald got
so involved in the play that when Judi,as
Juliet,said, “Where is my father and my
mother, nurse?” he was heard to say,
“Here we are, darling. In Row H.”
Whereas most stars seek a public to
provide the attention they failed to get in
childhood, Dench’s commitment to the
theatrical community is, she admits, an
attempt to reproduce the endorsement
and excitement of her first audience—her
family. She claims not to be “good at my
own company.”Rather,to understand her
own identity she needs to be in the attentive gaze of others—as the psychologist
D.W. Winnicott puts it,“When I look I
am seen, so I exist.” Dench is clear on this
point. “I need somebody to reflect me
back, or to give me their reflection,”she
says. Ned Sherrin, who directed Dench
and Williams in “Mr. and Mrs. Nobody”
in 1986, says he was so aware of Dench’s
need “to create a family with each show”
that he added a couple of walk-ons to
what was otherwise a two-person play.
Dench, who keeps a collection of
Teddy bears and hearts and a doll’s house
at Wasp Green, somehow contrives, as
Branagh says, “to feel and be in the moment, as a child.” In the collegial atmosphere of a theatre company, she is an
adored and prankish catalyst,inevitably,as
her brother Jeffrey points out,“at the cen-

ter.” “Eight going on sixty-seven” is how
Geoffrey Palmer, her co-star in the nineties TV series “As Time Goes By,” characterizes the innocence and spontaneity
she brings to the daily routine of selfreinvention.Her process—her abdication
of responsibility to intuition, her need to
be told the story—is not so much about
being lost as it is about being held. She
casts the director as her father and exhibits
an almost filial devotion. “When we did
‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream,’ she did
this extraordinary Titania,”Hall says. “I
said to her, ‘One day, you’ll play Cleopatra. I want you to make me a promise
that when you do it you’ll do it with me.’
We shook hands on it.” Hall goes on,
“Twenty years later, she rang me up and
said,‘I’ve just been asked to play Cleopatra by the R.S.C. I said I was promised to
you. Now, do you want to do it?’ ”
rom her first sighting onstage—as a
seventeen-year-old Ariel in a production of “The Tempest,” at the Mount
School,in York,where she boarded from
1947 to 1953—Dench was transparently
a natural. But neither Dench, who then
aspired to be a set designer, nor her
teachers took her ability very seriously.
The novelist A. S. Byatt, a schoolmate,
recalls, “I used to talk to Katharine MacDonald, the English mistress who taught
her.‘You know,Judi will probably be content,’ as she put it, ‘to dabble her pretty
feet in amateur dramatics.’ ”
Dench enrolled at London’s Central
School of Speech and Drama simply because her brother Jeffrey, who went there,
had told her appealing stories about the
place. Vanessa Redgrave, who was in
Dench’s class, and who was then selfconscious and gawky, remembers being
both “admiring and jealous” of Dench’s
naturalness.“She skipped and hopped with
pleasure and excitement up the stairs,down
the corridors, and onto the stage,” Redgrave wrote in her autobiography. “She
wore jeans, the only girl who had them,
a polo-neck sweater, and ballet slippers
that flopped and flapped as she bounded
around.” The turning point in Dench’s
ambition came during a mime class in her
second term, when she was required to
perform an assignment—called “Recollection”—that she’d completely forgotten to
prepare. “I don’t remember thinking anything out,”she says.“I walked into a garden.
I bent down to smell something like rose-
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mary or thyme. I walked and just looked
at certain things.I picked up a pebble,and
threw it into what I imagined was a
pond and watched the ripples going out
from it. I looked over and sat on a swing.
And I swung, you know, like you do on a
swing that isn’t there.Then I walked out
of the garden.That was my mime.”Her
teacher,Walter Hudd,gave her, she says,
“the most glowing notice I think I’ve ever
had. What is more, he said, ‘You looked
like a little Renoir doing it.’ I thought,
Well, I think that I will enjoy what I’m
going to do, hopefully get work,go for it.”
Dench graduated with a first-class degree and four acting prizes. According to
her biography, the unfortunately titled
“Judi Dench:With a Crack in Her Voice,”
by John Miller,a notice was posted on the
school’s bulletin board naming her the
student most likely to become a star; and
when the Old Vic offered her the role of
Ophelia opposite John Neville’s Hamlet it
seemed a self-fulfilling prophecy.“ENTER
JUDI—LONDON’S NEW OPHELIA—OLD
VIC MAKE HER A FIRST-ROLE STAR,” the
Evening Newsannounced.When Neville
heard about his tyro Ophelia,“I blew my
top,” he says. He begged the theatre’s
publicity department not to hype her before the opening. “I thought, and still
think, that it would have been best just to
let the media discover her for themselves,”
he says.Dench was more or less annihilated by the press. “Hamlet’s sweetheart
is required to be something more than a
piece of Danish patisserie,” Richard
Findlater wrote in the Sunday Dispatch;
in the Observer, Kenneth Tynan swatted
her away as “a pleasing but terribly sane
little thing.” At the end of the season,
when the production toured America,
the role was taken away from Dench.
“That was a kind of dagger to the heart,”
she says.“I remember John Neville saying
to me, ‘You must decide what you’re
doing this for.’ And I made my mind up,
and I think that’s what keeps me going.”
The answer remains Dench’s secret.“The
only part of her that is totally unreachable for me is that she’s never told me
why she’s an actress,” Finty says.“I would
love to know what motivates her.”
Dench came of age just as the definitions of femininity were being rewritten,
and she was an incarnation of the freewheeling, bumptious independence of
the eternally young New Woman. With
a cap of close-cropped hair, a strong chin,
64
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DETACHED VERSES

1
Soon
Soon you will pass from the darkened room
to another world. Freed from debts
and contacts.
2
One more
One more look
at the neighbor’s garden
and his dog asleep
on the still warm tiles.
3
A headline
A headline still blaring
by the base of an overflowing garbage can.
4
A little
A little longer in the setting light of
the sun.
5
The stub of a moment of parting
from things we ignored when we could still
live erect on our feet.
high cheekbones, big alert eyes, and a
wide smile,the five-foot-two Dench cut a
gamine figure onstage.Zeffirelli still thinks
of her as “a kind of irresistible bombshell.” He says ,“ She was funny and witty
and biting.You had to be very careful what
you said because she would answer back
promptly.She was a dynamo,this girl.She
just was an extraordinary surprise,because
I was accustomed to Peggy Ashcroft and
Dorothy Tutin, that style of acting.”
David Jones, who directed one of the
high-water marks of Dench’s TV career,
“Langrishe, Go Down” (1978), remembers her quicksilver quality in Zeffirelli’s
“Romeo and Juliet.” He describes her
“darting—like a bird coming onto the
stage and going off again. You weren’t
quite aware of the feet touching the
ground,this extraordinary agility of body

and of mind.” Dench’s kinetic quality
onstage finds different but no less startling expression in fil m .“ She has a kind
of sprung dynamic with her eyes,”John
Madden says. “They don’t move gradually and settle or shift. They dart, then
dart back, then settle again on the place
that they just avoided looking at. It’s almost like a double take, which suggests a
kind of current flowing in an opposite
direction from what she is saying.”
When you meet Dench ,i t’s hard not
to feel the engine running inside her.She’s
nervy. Her fingers play across her lips;
her feet tap under the table. Her lightness
and quickness are very much a part of her
metabolism as an actress and lend credibility to her performances. “She is the
perfect Shakespearean,because the great
characters in Shakespeare have fantastic
speed of thought,”Nunn says.“They have
speed of wit, speed of response, speed of
invention of the image.That only works
if the actor convinces the audience that
that language is being coined by that brain
in that situation.” He adds, “You live

6
Things we believed would never
fade have already been abandoned
by your memory.
7
If only you had been one of the philosophers!
Giving a flavor of meaning
to ruined buildings, to acts
of heroism, to our fate.
8
Was that leap
into the depths
any easier?
9
Soon
Soon we shall know
if we have learnt to accept that the stars
do not go out when we die.
—Abba Kovner
(Translated, from the He
brew, by Eddie Levenston.)

in the moment with her. There’s never
a sense that she’s doing a recitation.”
ench’s combination of insight and
inspiration, charisma and cunning
has made her one of Britain’s two marquee players whose names guarantee West
End commercial success. (Her friend
Dame Maggie Smith is the other.) Even
with the drastic fall-off of tourism after
September 11th,“The Royal Family”had
half a million pounds in advance bookings, and, despite a tepid press, is still
doing brisk business. Dench’s drawing
power, for which she is paid a five-figure
salary every week, plus up to ten per cent
of the gross, has been greatly enhanced
since the mid-nineties by her emergence
as an international film star. Before being
touched by what she calls “the luck of
John Madden,” who directed her in both
“Shakespeare in Love” and “Mrs.Brown,”
Dench had not shown much interest in
films, though she’d appeared in twelve.
When she was starting out, she was told
by an industry swami that she didn’t have

D

“a movie face.” “It put me completely off,”
says Dench, who nonetheless nearly got
the starring role in Tony Richardson’s 1961
film “A Taste of Honey.”“But then I only
ever really loved the stage.It’s only recently
that I’ve got to like film so much.” For the
last three James Bond films,Dench’s severe side has been siphoned off into M,
Bond’s no-nonsense boss;and among the
fifty-five awards she lists in her bio are
three Oscar nominations in the past four
years—for “Mrs. Brown,” “Shakespeare
in Love,” and “Chocolat.” (The command and wit of her seven-minute
cameo as Elizabeth I in “Shakespeare in
Love” earned her the 1999 Academy
Award for Best Supporting Actress.)
Among theatre people, Dench’s popularity is a source of some curmudgeonly
grousing—“If she farted,they’d give her
an award,” one playwright said—and
some good jokes.Eyre recounted a conversation he once had with the playwright Alan Bennett, who had seen a
man wearing a heavy-metal-style T-shirt
that read “Hitler: The European Tour.”

They tried to imagine a T-shirt in worse
taste.Recalling the thirty-nine Turin soccer fans who had been killed at a match
against Liverpool in 1995, Eyre suggested “Liverpool 39–Turin 0.” “Yes,
that’s ghastly,”Eyre recalls Bennett saying.
“But the worst-taste T-shirt, the very,very
worst, would be ‘I Hate Judi Dench.’ ”
One clue to Dench’s appeal is her
husky voice, which has a natural catch in
it; certain notes fail to operate. When
Dench was at the Nottingham Playhouse
in the mid-sixties, she had the box office
display a notice that said, “Judi Dench is
not ill, she just talks like this.” Dench’s
sound is idiosyncratic but not mannered;
it is full of intimations that, as Alan Bennett says, “open you up to whatever she’s
doing” and allow various interpretations.
Sir Ian McKellen, who has performed
with Dench in four plays, most memorably as Macbeth to her Lady Macbeth,
calls it “a little girl’s voice—the crack
suggests she’s not in control.”
Another reason for Dench’s popularity
is her warmth. She communicates a palpable, deep-seated generosity. “You feel
somehow, even as a member of the audience,that if you were in trouble she would
help you and laugh you out of it,” Hall
says. Dench pays close attention to her
audience. During the half hour before a
show, she keeps the loudspeakers in her
dressing room turned up,both to take the
measure of the house and to pump up her
adrenaline. “I have to hear the audience
coming in,” she says.“I need to be generated by it—for the jump-off. It’s like a
quickie ignition.”Once,an American student asked Dench if the audience made a
difference to her; Dench replied, “If it
didn’t make a difference, I’d be at home
with me feet up the chimney.That’s who
I’m doing it for.” “It’s a little unnerving
when you’re working with her,”McKellen
says.“What’s happening is that she’s making love to the audience—not making
love but providing the focus of attention
to an audience that wants to love.You could
be wrapped in Judi’s arms onstage and
acting as closely with her as possible, and
she’s capable of betraying you, because
her main reason for being in your arms is
for the audience’s delectation. It isn’t upstaging. That isn’t taking away the focus.
Her spirit is flowing, and it’s a decision
she’s made that it will flow. And when I’m
in the audience I want her to do that.”
In performance, Dench is a minimalTHE NEW YORKER, JANUARY 21, 2002
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ist: no gesture or movement is wasted.
Richard Eyre refers to what he calls her
“third eye”: “It’s the ability to walk on
fire and yet be completely unburnt, to be
red-hot with passion and at the same time
there’s this third eye that is looking down
thinking, Am I doing this right?” Billy
Connolly told me about filming one scene
in “Mrs.Brown”:In the first meeting between the widowed Queen Victoria and
her Scottish manservant, John Brown,
Brown’s forthrightness catches the Queen
offguard.“Honest to God,I never thought
to see you in such a state,” Brown says.
“You must miss him dreadfully.” In an astonishing closeup, the austere formality
of Dench’s visage suddenly transforms—
a cloud of grief sweeps over her and she
breaks up. “Judi did that twelve times,”
Connolly says.“Every time, I thought I’d
really wounded her. You see me looking
all bewildered. Well, I actually was.”
“Dench has a kind of glamour when
she performs,”says Hal Prince, who directed her as Sally Bowles in “Cabaret”in
1968 and considers her “the most effective of all the people who played the part.”
Glamour—the word has its root in the
Scottish word for “grammar”—is an artifice
of elegant coherence; it requires distance.
Dench, who is no Garbo or Dietrich,
manufactures this not through stagemanaged aloofness but through a natural
sense of containment. David Jones says,
“Her gift is to step down the throttle, so
you don’t get the full impact of her passion; you just know there’s an enormous
amount in reserve. It’s like a wave suspended.”McKellen observes,“She goes
out, but she doesn’t always invite you in.”
n a bright July morning, Dench
picked me up outside Gatwick Airport to ferry me back to Wasp Green.
She arrived with a story—one that she
retold three times during the day. She
hadn’t known what I looked like, she
said—though I later noticed on her desk
a book I’d sent her with my jacket
photo prominently displayed—and she’d
stopped two men before I loomed up
in her windshield. “I slowed down and
this man says,‘I know you.Are you with
American Airlines?’” she said.At a stroke,
she had levelled the playing field, by
making herself appear just an ordinary,
unrecognized citizen. The story got us
talking and laughing. Disarming others
is one of Dench’s great social gifts, and
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one of her most skillful defenses. “She
was successful very young,” Eyre says.
“She developed some sort of tactic that
stopped people from disliking her.”
As a diva Dench is something of a
disappointment. Her dislike of public
display—what Branagh calls her “puritanical scrutiny of anything showy”—
can be attributed at least in part to the
tenets of her faith. She was introduced
to Quaker practice as a teen-ager at the
Mount School, and she still goes to
Quaker meetings. “I have to have quietness inside me somewhere, otherwise I’d
burn myself up,”she said in a recent television interview. Quakerism requires its
followers to look for the light in others, as
well as in themselves, and this, in a way,
explains Dench’s view of acting as a service industry. “It’s a very unselfish job,”
she says. “It’s about being true to an author, a director, a group of people, and
stimulating a different audience every
night.If you’re out for self-glorification,
then you’re in the wrong profession.”
“There are a lot of people who are very
willing to put my mother on a pedestal,
which is a lonely existence,” Finty says.
“She wants to dispute that so much that
she will literally do anything for anybody.”
For twelve years, Dench and Williams
lived with all of their in-laws in one house,
and Dench is a legendary sender of postcards and birthday cards;by Finty’s reckoning,she gives about four hundred and fifty
Christmas presents a year. She once gave
Eyre a wooden heart carved from a tree
trunk;and,for as long as Hall can remember, on his birthday Dench has managed
to have delivered—as far afield as Australia—his favorite meal: oysters, French
fries, and a bottle of Sancerre. “Comes
my seventieth birthday, and there’s no
oysters, no Sancerre,”Hall says.“I said to
my wife,‘Well, I must be off the list.’We
had my dinner”—a party for fifty, with
Dench at his side—“and there’s a Doulton china plate from Judi, specially made,
with six oysters and chips painted on it.”
This hubbub of good will and connection,however, skirts the issue of intimacy. “Judi has always found safety in
numbers,”says David Jones, who was involved with her briefly in his twenties.
“When we were dating, I would arrange
what I thought was a one-on-one meeting to go to a museum or the theatre.
Quite often, I would turn up and find
two other people invited. And Judi would

say, ‘Isn’t it fun? They’re free! They can
come with us.’ ” Some of Dench’s schoolmates, like the writer Margaret Drabble,
found her buoyancy “a little Panglossian.” Even Dench’s husband, a man
prone to the kind of melancholy that he
called “black-dog days,” and which could
stretch into months,sent up her effervescence. “With Judi, it’s bloody Christmas
morning every day,” he told Branagh.

“ ’m a person who off-loads an enormous amount onto people,” Dench
told me.“Inside, there’s a core that I won’t
off-load.” According to Finty, Dench
“doesn’t like to talk about very emotional
things,” but throughout our day together
at Wasp Green her gallant cheer was
tested by small unsettling moments.Although her charm never faltered, I was
left with mixed messages, as if I had
wandered into some Chekhovian scenario full of distressing secrets. Our extended conversation at a garden table on
the lawn was interrupted first by a series
of visitors (the mailman, a next-door
neighbor, and two secretaries, each of
whom got Dench’s full attention), then by
phone calls from Anthony Page and Peter
Hall, then by someone delivering a single
pink rose (I learned later that it was from
Finty—carrying on Williams’s tradition
of having a single red rose sent to Dench
every Friday of their marriage), then by
Dench’s need to feed the herd of cats,
and then by a panic over a credit card that
might or might not have been stolen.
Finally, and most perplexingly, Finty,
who moved back into her parents’house
when Michael fell ill, walked over unbidden with a provocative and bewildering announcement.“Your granddaughter is being
played by an eighteen-year-old,”she said.
Dench’s bright face collapsed.“Oh, Finty,
I’m so sorry.” “It’s all right,” Finty said,
with a wave of her hand. “I’m all right.”
She turned back to the house, leaving her
mother to struggle with her obvious disappointment.After a while,Dench said,“It’ll
be for a very good reason.”Then, finally,
she explained: “ ‘The Royal Family.’ She
saw Peter.” Finty, who had recently finished filming in Robert Altman’s “Gosford
Park,” had hoped for a part in the play.
A few minutes later, Finty came out
again to say goodbye. “It doesn’t matter
about that, you know,” Dench said. “It
doesn’t matter.” Finty agreed.“She’s only
a little eighteen-year-old, and maybe it’s
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her first job. Maybe she’ll be celebrating
with someone and getting very excited,”
she said. “Maybe you will have something else to do, you never know,”Dench
said. “Never know,” Finty said, nodding.
“My audition’s been cancelled on Tuesday.” There was a long, fierce silence
as she exited for the second time. “It’s
impossible being the child of an actor,”
Dench said. A certain gravity fell across
her face as she seemed to push down
feelings of remorse and guilt and got on
with the professional task at hand.
Onstage, Dench has found her bliss;
offstage, that bliss has cast a shadow on
others—on her brother Jeffrey (“There
is jealousy,” he admits. “She’s had the
breaks.I’m a jobbing actor.You know that
niggles”), on Michael (“In some way, his
heart was broken by Judi’s success,” Eyre
says), and now on Finty, who seemed, in
a way that neither of them quite acknowledged or understood, both to adore
her mother and to wish to subvert her. A

few months later, Finty told me a story
that reminded me of this.While she and
Dench were watching television together
one night, Finty said, “Oh, I think Kylie
Minogue”—the Australian pop singer
and former soap-opera star—“is so talented.” According to Finty, Dench got
“massively uptight.‘Define “so talented,” ’
she said. ‘She’s a singer, isn’t she? She
looks good.’ She got really cross with me.
She was, like,‘If you think that’s talented,
what are you aspiring to?’ ”
n her time, Dench has been serenaded by Gerry Mulligan from beneath her New York hotel window. She
has watched, in West Africa, as, at the
finale of “Twelfth Night,” people in
the audience threw their programs into
the air, then jumped to their feet to sing
and dance for several minutes. She has
clowned with the comedians Eric Morecambe and Ernie Wise. She has locked
herself in a bathroom with Maggie Smith
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to escape the advances of the English
comic character actor Miles Malleson.
She has refused Billy Connolly’s offer
to show her his pierced nipples. As for
her own nipples, she has stood in front
of the camera, naked to the waist and
unabashed, dabbing meringue on them.
She has cooled herself on a summer day
by jumping fully clothed into a swimming pool. At Buckingham Palace, she
has scuttled away from the ballroom with
Ian McKellen to sit on the royal thrones.
In a Dublin restaurant, when Harold
Pinter, a theatrical royal, barked about
the tardiness of their dinner, Dench,according to David Jones, actually barked
back,“Mr. Pinter, you are not in London.
Would you please adjust.” She has made
David Hare a needlepoint pillow as a
Mother’s Day present, with the words
“Fuck Off ” intricately stitched into the
tapestry. On the day she became Dame
Judi,Dench pinned her D.B.E.insignia
on the jacket of the actor playing Don

he had ever dreamed of.’ He told me
more than once that his favorite line in
Shakespeare was ‘You have bereft me of
all words, lady.’ Because when he was
with Jude, he knew the full extent of
what Shakespeare was saying.”
By the time Dench and Williams were
married,in 1971,when she was thirty-six,
Dench had done a lot of living. “When
she likes something,she wants it like a wild
animal,” Zeffirelli says. Eyre adds, “She
was prodigiously falling in love with the
wrong man.” One such man was the late
comic actor Leonard Rossiter, who was
in another relationship when they had an
affair.“Some days,she’d come in and she’d
had a wonderful day with him,” recalls
McKellen,who was then co-starring with
her in “The Promise.”“Other times, he’d
have to leave early or hadn’t turned up,
and she was desperate. Tears,tears,tears.
She was helpless and hopeless. What I
“Pleased to meet you, though of course I’m sorry about cthe
umcir
stances.” was seeing was utterly vulnerable.”
In 1969, on an R.S.C. tour of Aust
ra
l
ia,Charlie Thomas,a talented young
•
•
actor with a drinking problem, who was
playing the lovelorn Orsino to Dench’s
Pedro in a production of “Much Ado her character Esme in “Amy’s View,” Viola, died under mysterious circumAbout Nothing” that she was directing. which she was rehearsing at the time, stances.Thomas had been very dependent
It is a barometer of her louche and lively learned that Finty, then twenty-five, was on Dench, Nunn told me.“It was a shatlife that, not long after that, the first ten eight months pregnant and hadn’t told tering situation,” he said. Williams,who
rows of the National’s Lyttelton Theatre her.She went immediately to Eyre’s office was also a member of the R.S.C.and had
heard Michael Bryant, who was play- at the National.“She stood in the door- become, in Nunn’s words, “probably
ing Enobarbus to her Cleopatra, say to way and just collapsed,” he recalls.“She more than a friend,” flew out to comfort
Dench under his breath, “I suppose a exploded. I’d never seen that. Unbeliev- her. “What was between them deepened
fuck is well out of the question now?”
ably painful.She was massively wounded enormously during that time,” Nunn
Still,as Zeffirelli says,“She has known that the person she had thought of as her says. “Mike arriving made a fantastic difsuffering.” At the corner of her Surrey best friend in the world had not confided ference.” On that trip, Williams proproperty is a rowan tree, planted on an in her the not insignificant fact of her posed, but Dench demurred.“No, it’s too
exact axis with the back door of the house, pregnancy.” (Finty hadn’t wanted Mi- romantic here, with the sun and the sea
which,according to folklore, is supposed chael, a conservative Catholic, to know and the sand,”Williams remembered her
to protect the house from witches; it has that she was having an illegitimate child.) saying. “Ask me on a rainy night in Batnot been able to protect Dench from the Nevertheless,rehearsals of “Amy’s View” tersea and I’ll think about it.” One rainy
caprices of life. Soon after Michael died, went on. Eyre says of Dench, “Deep night in Battersea, in 1970, she said yes.
in January, an electrical fault in the ga- within her is the ethos that you don’t let
Williams, who came from Liverpool,
rage—an old barn—started a fire that people down. If you’re an actor, you go had a more working-class pedigree than
gutted it to the frame.That charred skele- on. As Tennessee Williams says, you Dench, and he had the right combinaton is the first thing that rolls into view as endure by enduring. ”
tion of sturdiness and faith to both tether
you enter the property, and it stands in
On July 9th of last year, a muggy Dench and contain what her agent calls
eerie contrast to the tranquillity behind Monday, at St. Paul’s Church in Covent the “Dizzy Dora” side of her personalit—wisteria by the front door, a sundial, Garden, a standing-room-only crowd ity. “Michael was all-calming,” Dench
a swimming pool, a flotilla of plastic heard Trevor Nunn eulogize Michael says. By every account, they were good
slides and Winnie-the-Pooh toys tucked Williams as a fine actor and partner. companions.Dench recalls, “He used to
underneath the warped cantilevered tim- “I remember them courting,” he said, say of himself, because he was Cancerbers of the porch. Seven years earlier, standing opposite an enlarged photo of ian—the crab—and I’m a Sagittarian,
Dench’s house in Hampstead had burned Williams, who was five feet four and ‘I’m scuttling away toward the dark ,a n d
down and a lifetime’s memorabilia went puckishly handsome. “When they got you’re scuttling toward the light. What
up in flames. And in 1997, in a weird married, Mike said to me, he was in the we do is we hold hands and keep ourinstance of life imitating art,Dench,like grip of feelings ‘beyond any happiness selves in the middle.’ ”
68
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But, as the decades wore on, and despite “A Fine Romance,” the sitcom they
starred in together in the early eighties,
Williams was increasingly in Dench’s
shadow.“In a sense,every one of her successes was a diminution of him,” Eyre
says. Dench was acutely aware of the
problem.“Judi was protective of Michael
like a lioness,” Geoffrey Palmer says. “I
don’t think Michael was an easy man.
But the fact that all his married life he
was Mr. Judi Dench—that’s difficult for
any man. He used to get very low. He sat
at home feeding the bloody swans while
she was doing three jobs a day.”According
to Dench,during these depressions Williams would become remote and “very,
very silent.”She says,“I had to give an incredible amount of confidence to Michael, who was very unconfident indeed.”
On the inside of Dench’s wedding
ring is inscribed a modified line from
“Troilus and Cressida,” which Williams
included in the first note he wrote to her:
“I will weep you, as ’twere a man born in
April.” It proved to be somewhat prescient. On their twenty-fifth anniversary,
Dench spoke of “just missing the rocks.”
The marriage, she says, was volatile. “I
throw things,” she adds. “I threw a hot
cup of tea at him and his mother.And the
saucer.I didn’t hit either of them,unfortunately.” Williams enjoyed spending time
at the local pub. On several Sundays,when
they had guests for lunch, Williams and
the male guests rolled back from the pub
late for the meal.“Mum’s like ‘Fine. Lock
all the doors,’”Finty recalls.“ ‘No,he’s not
coming in unless he can get through the top
window.’”Williams and his crew climbed
to their lunch on a thirty-foot ladder.
And once, just before Christmas in 1983,
an argument about the boiler sent Dench
and Williams into such a blind fury that
they refused to talk or look at each other
on the long ride into London, where
they were performing in “Pack of Lies.”
“The air was black, and we’re bowling
down Sh a ft e s b u ry Avenue and not
speaking and this person knocks on the
window and begins to sing ‘A Fine Romance,’ ” Dench says. “We howled with
laughter.Howled. I realized it very much
in the last year—he was a tremendous
anchor to me. A real, proper anchor.”
Just months before Williams died,the
family took a trip to Aberdeenshire,
where Billy Connolly had gathered some
friends at his castle. The week before,

Williams had asked Dench whether he
was going to die, and she’d told him he
was. “When Judi told me about it, she
started by looking me in the eye and
ended up fiddling with the cutlery, then
just went very quiet,” Connolly recalls.
“She went to a place in her head where
she obviously feels much more comfortable and didn’t say a thing.”Connolly is a
banjo player, and when Dench and Williams were in residence he and his other
guests—Steve Martin (banjo), Eric Idle
(guitar), the Incredible String Band’s
Robin Williamson (mandolin), and a
local fisherman who played the fiddle—
would go to a clearing in a nearby wood,
build a fire, and sit on tree stumps to play,
sing, and sometimes dance into the night.
Connolly has a picture of the revels,with
two green wicker chairs brought into the
circle for Williams and Dench.Williams
is laughing and holding a large glass of
whiskey. He’s looking beyond the fire at
the fiddler; Dench is looking at him.
“They were like young lovers,”Connolly
says. “They touched all the time. The
wicker chairs are still there.We can’t move
them. Nobody wants to. ’Cause it’s Judi
and Michael.”

“ have a huge amount of energy,”
Dench told me when we met at the
Union Club in Soho for lunch in November. “Grief produces more energy,
and all that needs burning up.” In the ten
months since Williams’s death, Dench’s
herculean workload—“The Royal Family” and three films, “The Importance of
Being Earnest,” “The Shipping News,”
and “Iris”—had brought some of the
shine back to her pale-blue, almondshaped eyes. Her face was both animated
and calm. “When my father died, it was
almost like she was curiously liberated,”
Finty says. And although Dench still
feels “lopsided,” she said, “I just want to
learn new things all the time,” and was
full of news of her accomplishments in
gardening, archery, and pool.
She had also learned to ride a Zappy
scooter—a sort of skateboard with handlebars.Kevin Spacey, who before mak-
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ing “The Shipping News” told the director, Lasse Hallström, that he had two
goals—“to give a good performance and
to make Dench laugh”—had taught her
in Central Park on his scooter, which has
a turbo engine that goes up to about
twenty miles per hour. “I was running
along with her as she did it,” Spacey says.
“People were kind of recognizing us, particularly her. Someone said, ‘Didn’t you
have something to do with James Bond?’
And she said,‘Yes, I’m his boss,’ and kept
moving.” From her gold-leafed diary,
Dench produced a photo of Spacey on
location; he was wearing a black baseball
cap with “Actor” embroidered above the
visor and a sweatshirt she’d had made for
him with the legend “The Caramel Macchiato of Show Business,”in honor of the
coffee he’d brought her each day on the
shoot. That evening, she told me, Spacey
was coming to “The Royal Family.”
On performing nights, Dench leaves
Wasp Green by car at quarter to five and
arrives at the Theatre Royal Haymarket
in London at six-fifteen. Her dressing
room—No. 10, on the third floor, John
Gielgud’s favorite—has a blue carpet,
high ceilings, an antechamber, and a gold
plaque on the front door with her name
on it. First,Dench reads and responds to
her letters. Her next order of business is
to talk with the company.“We always will
check up with each other,” she says.“Essential. It makes you laugh if you see them
for the first time onstage. I don’t know
why. I’m on a knife edge in this play.”Her
ritual for getting dressed never varies.She
puts on a body stocking, then black tights
and a dressing gown. She bandages up
her hair and does her face and,finally,her
nails. Above her is an oval mirror festooned with greeting cards; to her right, a
photo of Williams; and to her left a
photo of her grandson, Sammy. Beside
her on the dressing table are two lucky
pigs,two trolls, and a snail (a memento of
her very first role, at the age of four).
After our lunch, on the way out, I
mentioned to Dench that I hadn’t yet
seen “The Royal Family.” She paused at
the front door of the club.“Will you tell
me when you’re coming in?” she said,
holding out her cheek to be kissed.“And
I’ll overact for you.” It was an exquisite
exit. The line came so fast and was
played so deftly and spoken with such
warmth that, for a moment, I believed
she’d never said it before. ♦
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